MINUTES OF THE STAL RNP FRAMEWORK BRIEFING
Monday 26th January 2015 11:00
CAA House , London
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1.0

Introductions

All appropriate introductions took place
2.0

RNP1 (RF) Trial

briefed the meeting on the background and history that led to the
commencement of the RNP trial at Stansted Airport, replicating 2
conventional SID’s
had commenced work on a report detailing the data and
evidence from the RNP operations undertaken at STAL so far on the
22Clacton and 04 Detling SID’s. Most of the reporting data and analysis
was complete for the 22Clacton RNP SID and in progress for 04 Detling
RNP SID. The report covers the various community aspects and
reasoning leading to the trial, definition of the SID’s, degree of
replication from the conventional SID and most importantly
conformance to the designed RNP SID.
was kind enough to expand on the technical elements of the trial
and RNP procedures as required.
hoped to complete the draft report within the next few weeks.
enquired if it is the intention of the airport to publish the results of the
trial which was confirmed by
and
.

3.0

Environmental Considerations

requested the report and any subsequent ACP contained before
and after track images and consideration as given to vectoring height
and where this would usually occur. Also it was advised to consider
what effect there would be on noise contours as a result of the trial.
to advise STAL of ACP environmental requirements
4.0

Consultation

outlined the initial requirements would be a minimum 12 week
consultation focussed though the LACC.
to advise STAL of exact requirements for ACP consultation.
5.0

AIP Supplement

The Framework Briefing was requested in writing on 6th November 2014
to the Head of Airspace Regulation, Safety and Airspace Regulation
Group (SARG).
This framework briefing commenced this process as detailed in the
CAA Guidance on PBN SID Replication for Conventional SID
Replacement.
It had has been agreed that the existing RNP trail would be extended
in lieu of and ACP being undertaken.
It was noted that
forwards.

would be the case officer for this APC going

to submit AIP supplement to extend the trial in lieu of the ACP
process, noting the current AIP supplement due to expire in May 2015.
It was also agree that
would provide a timeline for the various
aspects of the ACP to be undertaken to fit with current SARG workload.
7.0

List of Actions
•

to advise STAL of ACP environmental requirements

•

to advise STAL of exact requirements for ACP consultation.

•
•

to submit AIP supplement to extend the trial in lieu of the
ACP process.
to provide timescale for APC submission.

